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LETTER FROM

THE EDITOR
Dear JSM Readers,
Aging: What it’s Cracked Up to Be
The first thing I wanted to do when I turned
55 was purchase a condo in an active 55+
community in South Florida – but it never
happened. After renting there for four years,
we returned to Memphis, moved back into
our home of-now-25-years and have been
working on the magazine for 16 years.
At today’s prices I could kick myself in the
rear. But ever since, I sit on the couch after a
long day at the computer – looking at various
apps on my iPad (another screen I shouldn’t
be staring at) searching for that perfect new
home where I never need to bring my plants
inside or cover up in a bunch of blankets when
the weather goes below 70.
It’s difficult to imagine leaving the home
you’ve lived in for 25 or 55 years. Where you
raised your kids, celebrated holidays, watched
your grandchildren play.
Many are lucky enough to stay in their
homes forever with the support of a loving
family and help from senior caregiver
services. Check out the article by Cary Rotter
of Comfort Keepers on page 14. Others find it
easier to downsize into smaller communities
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where they don’t have the responsibility
of yard work, or broken pipes and AC units.
Downsizing can be emotional when it comes
to parting with family heirlooms that no one
else wants. But there are experts in that field
who can make that transition a little less
stressful (page 15).
With aging comes many changes,
both emotional and physical. If you have
been active most of your life, you may not
experience some of those ailments that others
may be prone to. But I’ve found that by going
to my physical therapist, I can feel better and
do things that were becoming more difficult
(page 20).
Sue Hirschman (page 12) stays active by
tending to her backyard garden, cooking, riding
her bike, swimming and playing pickleball.
Both the MJCC (page 16) and Memphis
Jewish Home & Rehab (page 18) offer
constituents opportunities to stay active and
engaged, which are very important as we age.
For those who want to organize their
lives with less stress, check out the Jewishand-family-owned Whitmor Co. (page 10).
The Felsenthals have been helping families
around the world for four generations.
And let’s congratulate the Lansky family
who are celebrating 75 years just in time

www.jewishscenemagazine.com

for the release of ELVIS the movie, which
recognizes the landmark company that
dressed Elvis Presley from the 1950s and until
his death in 1977 (page 8).
As we get ready to bring in the New Year,
we appreciate your continued support. Please
thank our advertisers, who have been the
backbone of our success for 16 years. See you
in 5783.
L’Shana Tova to you and your family.
Shalom,

Susan C. Nieman - Publisher/Editor
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Bernard J. Lansky with Elvis Presley
in Lansky Bros. at 126 Beale Street
Photo credit: Courtesy of The
Bernard J. Lansky Collection

Renowned Lansky Bros.
Featured in ELVIS Movie Amid
Store’s 75th Anniversary
By Shoshana Cenker

Imagine you’re clothes shopping. But not in just any store –
you’re in the famous Lansky Bros., opened by Bernard J. Lansky
and his brothers in 1946, in the also famous Peabody Hotel. You
go to check out with your luxurious, stylish items and you’re
told it’s all been paid for. By Elvis. Yes, that Elvis — the one and
only Mr. Presley. Well, that was actually a common occurrence
back in the ’50, ‘60s and ‘70s. See, Elvis, who was incredibly
generous, regularly visited the store when he was an up-andcoming superstar and even after he’d reached legendary status.
And it’s depicted in the extraordinary new blockbuster biopic
movie, “ELVIS,” directed by Baz Luhrmann.
Let’s rewind to how Bernard and Elvis met in 1952, as told by
Bernard to his family. “I looked up one day and saw this young
man looking at our displays in the window,” Bernard had said
of their now fabled introduction. “I walked outside to greet him
and told him, ‘Come on in and let me show you around.’ Elvis
8
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said, ‘I don’t have any money, Mr. Lansky, but when I get rich,
I’m going to buy you out.’ I told Elvis, ‘Don’t buy me out, just
buy from me!’ And that’s how our everlasting friendship began.”
Elvis was loyal to Bernard, shopping with him for three
decades. Bernard dressed Elvis for his junior/senior prom,
his first television appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show, and
countless other performances over the years. With such a pivotal
role in Elvis’ life, the Lansky family served as consultants for the
fantastic “ELVIS” movie.
The film showcases Elvis’ rise and struggles from young
Mississippi country boy to global rock ‘n’ roll icon. It stars
Austin Butler, who did some of his own singing, as Elvis,
and megastar Tom Hanks as shady manager, Colonel Tom
Parker. Butler’s performance is quite remarkable. An uncanny
resemblance. Austin moves like Elvis. Gestures like him. Sounds
like him. His voice is eerily identical. With real video recordings

Feature

Lansky 126 Storefront, as featured in the Warner Bros. “ELVIS” movie
of Elvis spliced in intermittently
throughout the movie, it’s difficult to
know at times whether we’re seeing
Butler or real Elvis footage. Yeah,
Austin’s that good. And of course, Elvis’
unique, groundbreaking music is the
powerful undercurrent of the entire
piece, constantly reminding us of his
exceptional, unmatched talent.
“We’ve been involved with Baz
Luhrmann and the team since 2019,”
explains Julie Lansky, Bernard’s
granddaughter, a third-generation
owner who runs Lansky 126 – a
women’s boutique featuring trenddriven clothing, shoes, accessories, and
gifts – in the Peabody Hotel lobby, near
Lansky Bros. “During their initial trips
to Memphis for research, we had long
discussions regarding our Lansky Bros.
history, Memphis history, and of course
Elvis’ fashion and our influence. Baz’s
wife, Catherine Martin, was the costume
designer for the movie. We sat down with
her for more than three hours one day
to go over Elvis’ style in acute detail –
then after she returned to Australia, we
corresponded at length via email.
“In February 2020, Anthony LaPaglia
was cast as Bernard Lansky for the
movie,” Julie continued. “He came to
town, and we spent the day with him [as
he] shared how he would play the role.”
Then COVID hit. Unfortunately, when
filming got restricted, LaPaglia’s role
was cut. But, there’s a featured scene in
the movie where Elvis gets his clothes
from Bernard for his appearance on the
Milton Berle show, along with a few other
shots of the store and the Lansky Bros.
sign throughout the film.
“We’re known as the store that
changed how America permanently
dresses largely in part to Elvis’ influence

on fashion and our role in dressing him,”
said Julie. “To be included from the start
of production of the movie until the
ending – with its premiere at Graceland
and our viewing it with the actors
and Baz – was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. We have a storied history that
is well known through Elvis fans, but for
Lansky Bros. to be shown to millions of
people has been unbelievable.”
The premiere at Graceland was packed
with celebrities: Baz and his wife, Austin
Butler, Tom Hanks, Yola who plays
gospel legend Sister Tharpe, as well as
Priscilla Presley, Lisa Marie Presley and
her three daughters.
“We loved the movie! Baz and his
team did a fabulous job and were very
detail-oriented,” said Julie, who also
noted that there was some creative
leeway taken for the production, straying
from real life here and there. “Baz was
able to take Elvis’ story and put a spin on
it that captures the [audience’s] attention
for the entire movie. We’ve seen it several
times – each time it gets better, and
we see more that we didn’t catch the
previous time.”
With such a strong relationship, the
Lansky’s have countless wonderful Elvis
stories, as he frequented Lansky Bros.
right up until his tragic passing. “When
Elvis signed his RCA recording contract,
they gave him a Messerschmitt,” said
Hal Lansky, Bernard’s son and secondgeneration owner, as told originally by
Bernard. “Elvis was so excited that he
drove it straight to show Bernard at the
shop and walked in to proudly show it off.
Bernard jokingly said, ‘Let me have that
car,’ and Elvis said he would do it for a
shopping spree. Two-and-a-half hours
later, Elvis had a whole new wardrobe
and Bernard had a new car.”

Hal Lansky and Julie
Lansky (second and
third generation)
at the ELVIS movie
premiere at Graceland

“When Elvis died, Bernard was an
honorary pallbearer at his funeral,” Julie
added. “He put Elvis in his first suit and
his last suit.”
You could say the timing of the
movie’s release is kismet, as Lansky Bros.
celebrates its 75th anniversary. “We’ve
definitely seen an uptick in our business
with the release of the movie,” noted
Julie. “Since the film is this summer’s
blockbuster internationally, our website
has seen a huge increase from customers
all over the world wanting to buy Lansky
products. We created a limited-edition
belt buckle to match the movie’s logo,
which has been the hot web item.”
It should go without saying: Don’t be
cruel, go see the phenomenal “ELVIS”
movie – you’ll leave the theater all shook
up, in a good way. Then, go check out
Lansky Bros. in the Peabody to walk in
Elvis’ blue suede shoes footsteps and
see the store that carried Elvis’ favorite
threads and special, priceless Lansky
memories.
Jewish Scene
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Jimmy Felsenthal (retired), Scott Felsenthal, Peter Felsenthal
(retired) and Sandy Felsenthal celebrate a 55-year-employment
milestone for one of the company’s most tenured employees.

Jewish-and-Family-Owned
Company “Bringing Organization
Home” for Over 75 Years
By Shoshana Cenker
For those who geek out over
organization products – and those
who simply need to get organized
but don’t know how – a Jewish
family-owned business is at your
service. Whitmor Inc. is a fourthgeneration, family-owned-andoperated company with its main
office in Southaven, Mississippi. Run
by chairman and president Sandy
Felsenthal and CEO Scott Felsenthal,
the company first began back in
1946. What started as a business
selling soft-storage garment bags in
Brooklyn has exploded into a home
organization powerhouse.
“The history of Whitmor is all
about adaptability,” said Lainey
Felsenthal, Whitmor’s Amazon
Strategic Account Manager and
the third member of the fourth
generation. “Post WWII, my
great-grandfather created a home
organization business in NYC’s
garment district. When land and labor
costs began to creep up in the 1960s,
10
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he and my grandfather made the
decision to move their business and
family to the deep South.”
The family settled in Memphis,
ideal for distribution, with a
manufacturing plant across the
bridge in Earle, Arkansas. All was
well and good through the 1990s, but
then the company’s creativity and
flexibility came into play, repeatedly.
By 1997, 95% of Whitmor’s products
were being manufactured in China;
in 2008, a tornado hit Whitmor’s
facility, eliminating its warehouse
operation; a huge flood in 2019 caused
its office staff to move into trailers
while the office was reconstructed;
the U.S. government’s enforcement of
tariffs on China-made goods forced
Whitmor to diversify its factories and
source from other Asian countries;
and of course, the global COVID
pandemic created drastic supply chain
disruptions and increased prices.
Despite all that, the company
is thriving, with 140 full-time

www.jewishscenemagazine.com
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Employees participate
in WhitWeek 2020
employees in the U.S., Mexico, and China,
and has expanded its offerings.
“Whitmor designs and sells
innovative storage and organizational
products to solve everyday problems in
your home,” said Sandy, “so you can
spend less time organizing and more
time living.”
Whitmor’s patented products are sold
by several retailers in the company’s
signature blue-label boxes, with large
retailers selling them with their private
label brands. But, “Amazon has really
given our brand an online platform to
shine, and our customers have grown
to trust our quality,” added Lainey.
“Whitmor’s top priority is the quality
of our products and that is why our
customers come back to our brand for all
their organizational needs.”
Whitmor has also broken into the
hospitality industry, offering third-party
distributers for hoteliers everything
from ironing boards to shower curtains.
“We created a catalog specifically
with the hospitality industry in mind
and incorporated special sizing and
functionality,” said Lainey.
In addition to its unique products, the
company also has other unique elements,
like Inventor’s Corner and the NEAT
Method. On whitmor.com, “inventors,
who believe they’ve developed a unique
idea or a product that Whitmor would
consider selling, [can] submit their ideas
directly to us. Occasionally, we license
the idea or product from the inventor
and take the product to retailers and try
to achieve market placement,” explains
Scott. “In 2017, Whitmor.com made
its first-ever acquisition by acquiring
NEAT Method, a luxury professional
home service business. Now with 95+

franchisees in North America … NEAT
continues to experience rapid growth.”
And, others are taking note of
Whitmor’s impressive offerings, growth
and innovation. As part of the Memphis
Business Journal’s Small Business
Awards, the company recently won in
the large business category. “It feels
great to be recognized for the strong
culture we continue to build at Whitmor
and for our continued overall business
performance,” noted Scott. “Being
recognized by your peers is always
a humbling moment, and being the
recipient of this award was no different.”
Not the most-handy, DIY kinda
person? No worries. Whitmor
intentionally creates their products
even for people without a full toolbox.
“If you’ve ever put together furniture
from IKEA, Whitmor’s product assembly
is a breeze,” said Lainey. “And, our
customers are always coming up with
creative ways to use our products,
especially when it comes to their pets.
Our mesh laundry hampers have been
used as butterfly gardens and bunnies
have found their home in our wire
shelving cubes.”
With many more home offices
created during the pandemic, Whitmor’s
products are more in need than ever. The
company is doing well, including recently
acquiring a factory in Monterrey, Mexico,
while navigating unavoidable issues.
“We’ve had record sales years over the
past two and a half years and find new
customers every day,” said Lainey. “With
growing sales, also came challenges.
Supply chain problems and increased raw
material and freight costs have heavily
affected our margins over the past three
years, but that hasn’t stopped us from

creating new products and gaining
market share.”
As Whitmor provides “trusted, stylish
storage solutions for every moment and
every room,” the company also gives
back. “We believe in supporting the
communities we’re surrounded by,” said
Scott. “Aside from efforts to support
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
and other local organizations, being a
Jewish family and ownership group, we
periodically provide sponsorships and
funds to support local groups, such as
Bornblum Jewish Community School,
among others.”
To enhance the company’s efforts,
Whitmor’s brand manager publishes blog
posts about the latest trends. “Organizing is
often seen as a chore, so we like to use these
blog posts to show people that organizing
can be fun,” explained Lainey. “With the
rise of social media, organizing has become
increasingly popular and people enjoy
sharing how they use our products in their
home. From color-coding your bookshelves
to showcasing your dry goods in clear
cannisters, our blog posts are meant to
inspire our customers to organize their life
in a way that works for them.”
Though their products are certainly
helpful, as with most successful small
businesses, the team members are the
foundation of that success. “The most
inspirational part of our company is the
amazing people who work here,” said
Lainey. “Over the past three years, we
celebrated employees who have worked at
Whitmor for 30, 40, and even 50 years. …
As a small company, our employees wear
many hats, which allows our people to
harness their strengths and develop new
skills. As a family business, we strive to
make Whitmor feel like one big family.”
Jewish Scene
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Inspiring People

Sue Hirschman dug up
all the grass and ivy and
planted a garden to feed
her body and soul.

The Evolution of a Backyard Garden
By Shoshana Cenker
For native Memphian Sue Hirschman, her impressive foray into
gardening came about by transforming her green space into a
bounty of deliciousness. She didn’t want to deal with cutting
the grass in her backyard, so instead she handpicked all the ivy,
dug up her yard and created a garden. It’s packed with healthy,
fresh veggies and spices: cucumbers, jalapenos, tomatoes, sweet
potatoes, basil, cilantro, parsley, rosemary, okra, and even more.
The green thumb first got Sue when she was living in Denver.
She began gardening, with just one small pot, to help her
through a difficult time in her life. “I just kind of learned as I
went long,” said Sue, who has a son with a rather fitting middle
name, Jack Eden. “I did some of a master gardener class, but I
find gardening to be trial and error. Anything you can Google,
you can learn. It just needs sun, water and energy. I don’t think
people realize how easy it is to garden.”
Sue’s East Memphis garden is divided into different
sections. And she composts, too. Which is also successful, if
perhaps, sometimes by a happy accident. One time when she
was weeding out the compost box, and she found a bunch of
tomato plants growing.
Naturally, one who grows a beautiful garden of fresh food is
also likely a pretty great cook. Sue definitely is, as is Jack. “I’ve
always enjoyed cooking. I made baklava years ago and always
wanted to sell it,” she said. “When I was a personal assistant for an
older couple, I ended up cooking food for them. I’d cook for all four
of us: me and Jack, and then take the meals to the couple.”
A walnut crunch nut mix she makes has been a big hit, with
everyone. So much so that she sells it to City Solo Table + Pantry
and markets around town. “Everyone always asked for the
recipe,” said Sue in her delightfully pleasant tone. “I didn’t want
12
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to give it away, so I decided to sell it. City Silo calls me the ‘Nut
Lady!’” When she began delivering the nut mix, she’d also stop
into salons during lunch hour to say hi to people she knew and
sell her soups, gazpachos, and whatever she happened to have
that day.
When COVID hit, after a brief pause during the height of
shutdowns, things eventually took off again –big time. Including
catering, for bridesmaids and groomsmen at weddings, luncheons
at law firms, and others. Sue’s an avid Instagram and Facebook
poster. In fact, if she doesn’t post new food pics, followers
message her asking for more. She doesn’t have menus. Sue just
makes whatever she’s in the mood for that’s clean and healthy.
And people are loving it, licking their plates clean. “It’s gone
really well,” said the foodie who bikes, swims and plays pickleball
regularly. “It’s been fabulous. I just love it.”
There’s certain produce Sue doesn’t mess with anymore in
her garden, like squash. “I don’t want to fight with the bugs,”
she says. And she’s contemplating partnering with a friend in
a commercial kitchen and hopefully getting their products into
stores like Whole Foods. And her son, Jack, still enjoys Sue’s
tasty, healthy creations while he’s in grad school at Stanford,
studying for a PhD in physics. “I recently sent him a 35 lb. duffle
bag of frozen food!”
Wondering if you can grow your own food? “I think anyone
can grow anything!” Sue said. So, grab your gardening gloves
and get to planting. Interested in Sue’s clean, fresh delights,
follow her on Instagram at Suechef901 or email her at
Suechef901@gmail.com. And of course, b’tayavon (bon appetit)!

Inspiring People

In-Home Care to Help Seniors Thrive
Our empathetic, in-home care helps seniors thrive while
living independently. Whether your loved one needs
medication reminders, transportation to appointments, or
personal care, Comfort Keepers is here to provide support
and build meaningful relationships.
In-Home Care Services

Dementia and Alzheimer's care
Respite care
Safety solutions

Personal care
Companionship and Housekeeping

Home + Life + Care | ComfortKeepers.com
Comfort Keepers of the Mid-South 5668 S Rex Rd #200 Memphis, TN 38119

Despite the recent Memphis drought, many of Sue’s plants are thriving.

© 2022 CK Franchising, Inc. An international network where most offices are independently owned and operated.

EMBASSY APARTMENTS
Luxury and Location

In the Heart of East Memphis

Offering one, two, and three bedrooms
Utilities Included
See our floorplans at embassyaptsmemphis.com

505 South Perkins Rd. 901.685.8020
Composting is an important step in Sue’s gardening routine.

www.embassyaptsmemphis.com
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Managing expectations in caregiving
services for older adults
By Cary Rotter, President of Comfort Keepers of the Mid-South
With caregiving services for older adults (seniors), the person
initiating care is usually a grown child – typically a daughter – or
spouse, and rarely the senior. The caller is dealing with life and
time pressures supercharged with emotion and needs objective
guidance from the agency she is calling. She usually has some
preconceived expectations that may not be valid. A quality
caregiving agency should help her manage expectations before
service begins to help mitigate frustrations and problems that
invariably will occur. The agency should clarify that it is the agency
the daughter is considering hiring, and never individual caregivers.
The operative question to ask is, “What can my I expect from your
agency?” Part of the answer must deal with what the agency has
control over.
a) Hiring and training caregivers;
b) Developing and managing client plans of care;
c) Selection of caregivers for shifts and client notification of same;
d) Managing clock-ins to ensure caregiver is working;
e) Proactively communicating issues that client point of contact
needs to know about;
f) Responding quickly to client calls;
g) Owning problems and working diligently to resolve them;
h) Providing routine follow-up by phone or visit;
i) Encouraging client to always alert agency of problems or
complaints;
j) Accepting that caregiving impacts both client and family
members;
k) Understanding that agency is accountable to its client families.
Agency should also apprise clients of situations that agency has no
control over. The overarching limiting factor to control is that an
agency cannot directly supervise its caregivers since their service is
in client’s place of residence. Accordingly, agency can only respond
after the fact to the following:
a) Caregiver no-call no-show. While the agency is as unpleasantly
surprised (and the caregiver usually terminated), the client
family is pointedly inconvenienced when this occurs. The
agency is responsible to try to fill the shift if possible and keep
client fully apprised of progress.
b) Caregiver is late and advises neither client nor office. Office
staff should note failure of caregiver to sign in and then
proceed to investigate.
c) Caregiver refuses to drive in inclement weather or threat
14
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thereof. Think about the ice storm from this past winter. Even
when staff members assume driving and engaging taxis or
ride-share, most shifts will remain open. The agency has no
leverage if caregivers refuse to drive or accept transport.
d) Caregiver sleeping on the job, staying on her cell phone, or other
major transgressions. Client should call agency office as soon
as practicable. Agency at minimum should call caregiver into
office and counsel her; at client’s discretion agency can reassign
caregiver. Agency may also terminate caregiver at its discretion.
e) Caregiver is dressed inappropriately.
f) Caregiver’s actions and approach to service are inimical to
plan of care, client expectations, or agency culture. Client
should contact office so that office can intercede immediately.
g) Judgment used by the caregiver in the performance of her
duties. Judgment is a decision to act or not act in a certain way
to a specific circumstance. It is by its very nature subjective
and is accordingly open to interpretation by others in terms of
its character and appropriateness. Judgment may be deemed
good to bad depending upon the viewpoint and predilections
of others. In caregiving, judgment is usually evaluated in
terms of expectations of the client/family and ability (physical
and cognitive) of the senior.
Do family expectations of the caregiving agency and its caregivers
conform to the realities cited here? Is the agency clear in
addressing prospective disconnects? How should families and the
agency evaluate performance relative to expectations and caregiver
judgment? Is there a discernable pattern to caregiver judgment
that informs future responses to variable circumstances?
For good to excellent agency service, there must be clear
communication with regular feedback from the senior’s family.
Without feedback, agencies will be reduced to making assumptions.
The more information and critical evaluation in play, the better the
likelihood is for positive outcomes. It is exclusively the domain of
client families to evaluate the quality of a caregiving agency. The
agency must stay attuned to shortcomings in fact or perception
and opportunities to enhance value to its clients. Agency leaders
must stay focused on building and sustaining a culture that
recognizes it is accountable to its customers.
Cary can be reached at 901.260.0060 or
caryrotter@comfort-keepers.com

Senior Living

When Letting Go of
Material “Stuff” Means
Turning to the Pros
By Victoria Bromley
“It’s not always about people’s things, but about their actual
homes,” says Todd Stricklin, owner of Todd & Co Estate Sales.
“Their homes, especially if they have lived there for a very long
time, are representations of their entire lives.”
Todd, originally from Mississippi, but a Memphian for more than
30 years, has worked in various industries that he feels has led him
to what he does today, which he calls his “passion.”
Todd is the “total package.” With a background in marketing
promotion, design work, love affair with jewelry, antiques,
furniture, and a vast knowledge of the estate sale industry, Todd
has so many requests for his expertise in selling that there isn’t
enough time for everyone.
Estate sales aren’t only about the owners of a home passing away
and their items being sold, he’s worked with people who have
chosen to downsize, maybe they have to move out of state and
can’t take anything.
He’s found that today, many of the younger generation don’t
want their parent’s things. They want to order online and get it
shipped by the next day. They want to go to Ikea. They want instant
gratification as opposed to learning about the history of the pieces
of furniture they grew up with in their homes.
“I encourage families to sit down and talk,” explains Todd. “Open
the lines of communication to avoid hurt feelings when kids say
they don’t want something. Maybe take photos for memories.”
He works with his clients in the place where they are when they
come to him. Every client has different reasons for downsizing.
With seniors, Todd knows they
are leaving their home where
they raised their kids, saw
grandchildren play. It’s
a tough road for them,
and Todd wants them to
know he sees them, and
he cares. He
tells people
to remember
the love
they felt
for their
homes and
possessions
when they
purchased
them and to now
let someone else
appreciate their things

and make new history.
“My biggest concern is my client’s comfort level as I help them
transition to a new chapter in their lives,” says Todd. “It’s
imperative to have professionalism, patience, understanding
and respect for my clients, their homes and the contents.”
If the clients are still living when he is hired, he encourages
them not to come to the house and see it empty as this can be
very painful.
“I’m a coach as well as the person doing their estate sale,” he said.
“I want to help maintain their comfort level in any way I can for
the difficult decisions they are making. I also treat their home and
their possessions as they were my own.”
At times, he feels it’s a “psychological experiment,” because just
as every client is different, every home and what he is asked to sell
is different. He focuses on the energy he feels when he first enters
the house – the joys and the sorrows. This helps guide him during
his staging of the items for sale and during the actual sale, itself.
With his expertise in staging and proportions, Todd’s estate sales
are just beautiful.
More importantly, is his empathy and compassion for the
homeowner.
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Otto Malone, Chris Gang, Joe
Goldstein, Judy Goldstein and Lynn
Weiner enjoy fun and fellowship at
a monthly luncheon.

Senior Club at the MJCC Keeps
Seniors Active and Engaged
By Idesha Reese

The Larisa and Ben Baer Senior Adult Club at the MJCC offers
activities and programs for senior members of our community
to keep them active, engaged and informed. The twice-weekly
programming, which has typically occurred on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, will move to Mondays and Wednesdays in October and
begins at 12:15 p.m.
There are many different types of programs and activities available
for seniors to participate in at the MJCC, many of which are open to
MJCC members and non-members. One popular event is “Special
Talks with Area Rabbis” featuring local rabbis discussing various
topics. On September 8 there will be an “Ask the Rabbi” session
and on September 29, a special guest speaker.
Seniors also have the opportunity to hear from local experts on
topics of interest, such as in July, a representative from SRVS
held a discussion on ways to prevent falls. There are also fun
group activities such as Team Trivial Pursuit, Super Bingo, ice
cream socials, crafting (such as recently making mezuzahs), and
so much more.
There are also video presentations by Jimmy Ogle, the area’s
master of local history, as well as classic comedy videos of George
Burns and Gracie Allen, Buddy Hackett, and the best of the Tonight
Show with Johnny Carson.
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Field trips are another fun and informative activity and cost only
$2 plus the venue admission. Trips depart from the MJCC to tour
places around the city such as Dixon Gardens, Shelby Farms, Stax
Records, and many other interesting locations.
Restarting in September, “Sunday Funday” trips will allow seniors
to experience local and not-so-local area attractions. The first day
trip will be to Shelby Farms for a picnic on Sunday, September 10,
with future trips being planned for fall.
As the MJCC serves as an official MIFA congregate senior meal
site, every Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m., the ScheidtHohenberg Hot Meal Program of Memphis Jewish Federation
provides a hot kosher meal from the kitchens of the Memphis
Jewish Home & Rehab at a cost of only $2 for seniors ages 60 and
older. These nutritious well-balanced meals include a meat, a
starch, a vegetable, wheat bread and a dessert. Beverages include
iced tea, coffee, water and juice. A reservation for lunch is required
by the day prior at noon and can be made by calling Adult Services
Coordinator Steve Kaplan at 901.259.9220 or the MJCC front desk
at 901. 761.0810.
“Our mission of Connecting, Engaging, and Strengthening Jewish
Memphis applies to Jewish Memphians of all ages,” said Steve.
“It’s important to have these programs to keep our senior adults
active and engaged with one another and the community.”

Senior Living

Mezuzah-making activity.

A Fresh, New Approach to Senior Living
Life’s journey is a unique work of art. Make yours a masterpiece with award-winning
senior living. Coming soon to East Memphis, Opus is unlike anything you’ve seen
before. Why would you settle for less?
No expensive buy-in fees or long-term contracts.

Experience the art of senior living for yourself and schedule a visit
and tour at your convenience.

901-763-6371 | OpusEastMemphis.com/JewishLiving
Proud sponsor of the Memphis Jewish Community Center Pickleball Palooza!

Elaine Rosenblum, Larry Rosenblum, Eddie Pryor, Dolly Mahonte and Paul Harmel.
On the third Wednesday of every month (holidays permitting), seniors
can enjoy The MJCC Larisa and Ben Baer Senior Adult Club Monthly
Luncheon in the Belz Social Hall. The connections and friendships
between senior adults are evident at the monthly luncheons where
they welcome one another and talk while lunch is served by MJCC
staff members. A hot kosher lunch and entertainment from Creative
Aging make for a fun-filled afternoon. Artists and musicians from
around the Mid-South bring enjoyment to all who attend. The cost
for monthly luncheons is $5 and reservations are required. August’s
luncheon will feature tribute artists from the golden age of Rock & Roll
and September’s luncheon attendees will be serenaded with jazz and
blues music.
In addition to programs and events, classes are offered for seniors
ages 55 and older through the Larisa and Ben Baer Senior Adult Club.
Classes are announced quarterly and include offerings such as Bridge
lessons, Beginning Spanish lessons and Mah Jongg for Beginners.
There is also the Hadassah book club, which meets year-round on
the second Tuesday of each month. More information about classes is
available at jccmemphis.org or by calling Steve Kaplan at 901.259.9220
or calling the MJCC front desk at 901.761.0810.
We hope that seniors will take advantage of the opportunities to
remain active and engaged with the community.

Dry eyes
causing you
discomfort?
Working from home or spending
too much time on digital devices
can worsen dry eye symptoms.
Visit our dry
eye doctors at
901-252-3670 | focalpointcrosstown.com | Inside Crosstown Concourse
A SOUTHERN COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY CLINICAL FACILITY
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Caring staff work with residents to
maintain and build strength.

There’s No Place Like the Home
By Baylee Less

Early this year, Memphis Jewish Home
& Rehab (MJHR) was proud to share
that the organization was ranked the #1
nursing home in the state of Tennessee by
NewsWeek. But what contributed to that
ranking? What makes the Home a special
and high-quality place to live, to receive
care and to thrive? We asked several
people at the Home for their thoughts and
received some very special responses.

activities program comes in. The activities
team hosts game nights, tours around the
world, art therapy, nature walks and more
to ensure our residents’ minds remain
active and interests are fulfilled.

Joe Barton, president of the Resident
Council, tells us, “I like everything about
living here, especially the people. I’m
never worried that anything is going to
happen to me.” Joe has been a resident
at the Home for many years and still
lives every day to the fullest – you can
always find her at activities or suggesting
improvements for the facility to Executive
Director Bobby Meadows. She loves to
keep busy and active.

Director of Activities Doris Vassar has
worked at Memphis Jewish Home &
Rehab for 14 years. She explained how
her team works to ensure we are meeting
our residents’ wants and needs. “I
meet with residents monthly to discuss
what activities they like and dislike
and allow them to make suggestions as
well. Allowing our residents to attend
a meeting where they express what
works and what doesn’t supports their
sense of control and independence,
which is important because most times
individuals feel that they lose their
independence once they enter a nursing
home. Our goal is to keep them active and
independent as long as possible.”

One of the biggest concerns from seniors
about moving into a nursing home is that
they will lose their independence and
not be able to enjoy many of the things
they once had access to. That’s where the
18
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MJHR even has a therapy dog named
Ginger who lives on-site fulltime and
brings residents so much joy and love as
pets always do.
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When visitors walk into the Home, they
are often surprised to see how busy and
alive the building is. It’s bright, clean, and
full of fun – really how most people want
their home to feel.
“Keeping our building clean and
maintained is really important,” explains

Crossroads

CROSSROADS:
Chance or Destiny?
By Harry Samuels
This collection of connection stories is a follow up to Harry’s first book,
Beshert, which Jewish Scene readers enjoyed years ago. I hope you enjoy
them as much as I do.
All of us have the ability to experience the synchronicity that is often the result
of reaching out to others. ~ Harry Samuels

LAS VEGAS

Bobby. “Our Environmental Services team does a fantastic job with
the upkeep, especially considering how large our facility is. No one
wants to live somewhere that’s dirty or dingy, so keeping on top of
those items is significant to us and our care model.”
“To me, the Home’s high rate of success is directly related to our Jewish
character,” says Director of Development Baylee Less. “While not all
of our staff or residents are Jewish, you can feel the values of Judaism
guiding operations and leadership for the Home. Caring for our elders,
going above and beyond for our neighbors, all of these things are
important to Judaism and extremely important to the Home.
The Home’s Jewish environment can be felt from the moment you
walk in the door from the Judaic art gracing the walls to the kosher
deli down the hall. “It’s in the history and lifeblood of this place, and
it’s not going anywhere,” Baylee concluded.
Identifying options for long-term care or in-patient rehab can be
confusing and overwhelming, and then understanding treatment
plans is not always easier. Many people feel lost while navigating
this journey, so the Home emphasizes timely communication with
families and patients from the admit date up until the discharge.
Director of Social Services Shakerra Milan said it best, “What sets the
Home apart is our customer service. We always try to follow up with
families, so they understand what is going on with their loved one’s
care; the follow up is so important. To do this type of work, you really
have to care and enjoy what you do, and I can tell that our staff takes
pride in the work we do every day.”

Earlier last year, we flew to Las Vegas to see the new hotels
there. Flora and I sat in a three-seat row with a friendly
young man named Brad. We quickly became acquainted.
“Where are you from? I asked.
“Pittsburgh,” he replied. “I’m a Methodist youth minister
there.”
“Are you going to Las Vegas to learn about the devil?” I
teased.
“No,” he answered, “Tomorrow is Valentine’s Day,
and I thought it would be neat if I visited my girlfriend,
Linda. I only have 26 hours before returning home, and I’m
really excited about the prospect of seeing her. She’s at the
University of Nevada, working on her Ph.D. in psychology,
and she doesn’t know I’m coming. Several of our friends are
taking her on a scavenger hunt. They’ve arranged the final
clue to take them at noon to a restaurant at the Paris Hotel on
the Las Vegas Strip. She doesn’t realize the prize for solving
the last puzzle is going to be ME!”
We were intrigued with the prospect of meeting his
girlfriend. We told him we would see them at noon the next
day and take a picture of the occasion.
The following morning, we visited New York, New York and
some of the other hotels. As time passed, we dismissed the
idea of seeing Brad and Linda since we were far away from
the site of their planned meeting. Instead, we began walking
through the cavernous MGM Grand Hotel.
Eventually we approached a large glass enclosure where
lions are often displayed. There, standing alone before us was
Brad, smiling profusely.
“I changed our meeting place since this was closer,” he
said. “I walked the Strip hoping to see you and advise you
of the change of plans, but with so many people here, it was
impossible to find you.” At that moment, Linda arrived, and
we captured the moment with a picture of the couple.
Brad has advised us that he is planning to present stories from my
first book to the teenagers in his ministry. He also said we would
be invited to his wedding.

The Home also isn’t satisfied with stopping where they are, and
plans for the future are looking bright. Ideas for new programs and
services are in the works so that Memphis Jewish Home & Rehab
can continue to meet the needs of our growing aging community,
especially and as always, the Jewish one.
Jewish Scene
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How Can Physical Therapy
Improve the Quality of Your Life?
By Michael L. Smith PT, Cert. DN

As Psalm 139:16 says: “All the days
ordained for me were written in your book
before one of them came to be.”

age and attempt to stay active, we deal not
only with the aging process itself but also
with physical ailments.

This is a good reminder for me of
something I heard years ago from someone
much wiser than myself, which is that we
don’t determine how long we live but we
can determine how well we live.

As physical therapists, we are the
musculoskeletal and therapeutic exercise
experts. So, who better to keep you
physically active or help you return
to your normal physical activities and
desired lifestyle?

There are many ways we can apply this
philosophy to our lives, but one area of
our lives that is universally important to
us all is the status of our physical health.
Now in my 50s and having practiced
physical therapy close to 30 years, I’ve
realized more and more the importance of
good health for myself and my patients.
Good health is not overrated, and we all
want to feel good, so how can we do it?
To put it simply, we can help by staying
active and continuing to move on a daily
basis. This is where I believe physical
therapy is so important, because as we
20
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It all starts with a thorough physical
therapy evaluation where we assess
your pain levels, strength, flexibility,
reflexes, sensation, balance, gait and
overall mobility. From this evaluation
a physical therapist can determine the
program that is best fit for your needs.
Once patients are consistently involved
in a supervised and hands-on program
specific to their needs, they will begin to
show improvement in their pain levels,
energy levels, sleep, strength, flexibility,
endurance, walking and overall mobility;
therefore, not only feeling better but
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improving the quality of their life.
And I haven’t met any patients yet who
wouldn’t welcome these types of changes
to their life!
To some this may sound like a sales pitch,
but having done this as long as I have,
I’ve seen that when done correctly and
consistently, physical therapy works
the majority of the time. If the physical
quality of your life is not where you would
like it to be, I encourage you to find a
trusted and licensed physical therapist
and schedule an evaluation; I believe you
will be glad you did.
For anyone who has questions regarding
the benefits of physical therapy, feel free
to call us at The Smith Clinic for Physical
Therapy at 901.756.1650 or email us at
smithclinic@yahoo.com.

Hollywood Pet Stars
Meli Belly
By Susan C. Nieman

Pets, in our case particularly dogs, hold a special place in the
hearts of all animal lovers.
After losing our precious Tiki to a tragic accident in March, we
began thinking about the timing of a new pup in our lives.
Larry and I had been searching the shelters for a small breed who
could travel with us, as we take the magazine and
The Hebrew Watchman on the road with us quite often.
Our oldest daughter, Toni, began searching online and filled out
adoption forms at Happidog Rescue. The incredible folks there
take the small breeds out of the shelters as soon as possible. One
day, out of the blue, I received a call from Kay at Happidog who
asked if we wanted to come meet a puppy, the runt and last of a
litter of seven to be rehomed.
Of course, we jumped at a chance to meet and save this sweet
girl. Although we were excited and unprepared, Kay said we could
take her home with us that day!
Meli (short for Melani, officially named at Happidog) is a Yorkie
mix with tons of energy.
After about 10 weeks at home with us, she is learning that outside
means going potty first before eating anything on the ground.
And when we get back from our next trip, she will get some
professional training for basic commands – especially stay!
What We Love Most
She is full of kisses and snuggles up tight on the couch or in bed.
When it’s time to work she sits at my feet, and when she is ready
to play, she will bring a toy to let us know to take a break.
What She Loves Most
Meli loves belly rubs (I call her Meli Belly) and squeaky toys – the
louder the squeak the happier she becomes. She has also learned
to fetch and keeps our throwing arms in shape.
Pet Peeve
When Meli is outside playing and we say come, she thinks that
means to run away. She is super-fast!
Her Favorite Vet
After a big scare a few weeks ago, we have decided Meli will see
Dr. Tuttle at Germantown Animal Hospital, who graciously fit us in
immediately when all the emergency centers couldn’t see her for
about six or more hours.
Jewish Scene
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